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*** ALL SESSIONS APPROVED FOR CE CREDIT ***
GENDER AFFIRMATION AND HEALTH EQUITY FOR TRANS/GENDER-VARIANT PEOPLE IN THE US:
CONNECTING STRUCTURAL AND PERSONAL DIMENSIONS (co-organized with the APA LGBT Caucus) (Mon, Nov 2, 8:30-10:00 am; Session 3055.0; MPCC Room S105bc)
8:30 am: Introduction – Sari Reisner, ScD
8:43 am: Navigating the medical, health, and administrative systems – Channyn Parker
8:56 am: The role of public health policy in gender affirmation and health equity for trans/gender-variant people in the US – Keilan Baker, MPH, MA
9:09 am: Advancing health equity for transgender and other gender minority people in the US: gender affirmation and health – Gretchen Van Wye, PhD, MA
9:22 am: Trans Life: Programmatic ways of addressing structural and socioeconomic barriers to health – Josie Paul, MA, LCSA
9:35 am: Q&A

CRITICAL HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON HEALTH EQUITY IN ALL POLICIES: LOCAL EXPERIENCES AND GLOBAL AMBITIONS (Mon, Nov 2, 10:30-12 noon; Session 3189.0; MPCC Room W185bc)
10:30 AM: Histories of health equity in all policies: an introduction – Marian Moser Jones, PhD, MMHP
10:55 AM: Revolutionary medicine: the body as a battleground for socioeconomic development in Cuba (post-1959) – P. Sean Brotherton, PhD
11:15 AM: Cleaning up our own backyards: the urban conservation movement’s fight for sustainable communities and environmental health equity during the Northern African migration periods, 1895-1965 – Sylvia Hood Washington, PhD
11:35 AM: Q&A

POLITICS OF PUBLIC HEALTH DATA: EMPIRICAL RESEARCH TO INFORM HEALTH EQUITY IN ALL POLICIES, FROM LOCAL TO GLOBAL LEVELS (Mon, Nov 2, 2:30-4:00 pm; Session 3395.0; MPCC Room W185bc)
2:30 PM: Introduction – Zinzin Bailey, ScD, MPH
2:35 PM: Working towards health equity: the co-production of Health in All Policies (HiAP) strategy and ordinance in Richmond, CA – Jason Coburn, PhD
2:50 PM: Does data protect health? Reflections from District-Level Assessments in Kerala – Devaki Nambiar, PhD
3:05 PM: Empowering community access to data on police use of force – Rachelle Annencho, MIMS
3:20 PM: Politics of Indigenous health: acting in good faith – Gail Dana-Sacco, PhD, MPH, CHES
3:35 PM: Q&A

PROGRESSIVE PEDAGOGY: HEALTH EQUITY IN ALL POLICIES (Tues, Nov 3, 8:30-10:00 am; Session 4074.0) MPCC Room W185bc
8:30 AM: Introduction – Rebekka Lee, ScD
8:35 AM: Where dialogue and action coexist: organizing leaders and building capacity to advance Health Equity in All Policies – Lili Farhang, MPH
8:50 AM: Role of a state health agency in expanding the understanding of what creates health – Edward Ehlinger, MD, MSPH
9:05 AM: Developing health leaders to champion health equity — Harry Heiman, MD, MPH
9:20 AM: Anti-racism in public health education: a student-driven model for changes in a Master’s of Public Health Program – Ariel Hart, MPH
9:35 AM: Q&A

CRITICAL WORK ON HEALTH EQUITY IN ALL POLICIES – HISTORY, DATA, PEDAGOGY, AND ACTION (Tues, Nov 3, 10:30 am – 12 noon, Session 4172.0) MPCC Room W185bc
10:30 AM: Introduction – Nancy Krieger, PhD
10:35 AM: All for health? Historical perspectives on WHO’s initiatives to promote intersectoral approaches to health – Anne-Emmanuelle Birn, MA, ScD
10:55 AM: Role of public health data in advancing health equity in all policies – Mary Bassett, MD, MPH
11:15 AM: Universities and Indian Country: case studies in tribal-driven research – Dennis Norman, EdD, ABPP
11:35 AM: Q&A

STUDENT POSTERS: SOCIAL JUSTICE & PUBLIC HEALTH (Tues, Nov 3, 12:30-1:30 pm, Session 4198.0) MPCC Exhibit Hall F
Board 1: Examining the use of race in preclinical medical education: student-driven curricular reform – Jennifer Tsai, BA, MA1; Board 2: Quantification of segregation in southeastern Wisconsin as a marker for economic disadvantage – Amin Bemanian; Board 3: LGBT health: a key curricular component in the pursuit of health equity – Ali Talan, MsC; Board 4: An untold story: abortion rates among black women of different socioeconomic positions – Hannah Philips, AB candidate; Board 5: Theatre arts for health promotion: using performance art for sex education and HIV prevention for North Carolina youth – Niranjani Radhakrishnan, BSPH; Board 6: Feasibility of sourcing local produce to small Latino food stores in low-income communities for improving the food retail environment – Jennifer Sanchez-Flack, MPH; Board 7: Ethnic bias in eugenic sterilization practice - A quantitative analysis of 15,000 sterilization records from state institutions in California, 1921-1952 – Nicole Novak, MSc, Doctoral Student; Board 8: Challenges of community partnership in HiA: a qualitative comparison of experiences from community organizers and HiA conductors – Laura Blue, MPH student; Board 9: “White Coats for Black Lives” – Racial violence as a public health concern for medical students nationwide – Jennifer Tsai, BA, MS1

SPIRIT OF 1848 CAUCUS BUSINESS (LABOR) MEETING (Tues, Nov 3, 6:30-8:00 pm, Session 442.0) MPCC Room W196a
Come to a working meeting of THE SPIRIT OF 1848 CAUCUS. Our committees focus on the politics of public health data, progressive public health curricula, social history of public health, and networking. Join us to plan future sessions & projects!
Co-sponsored: Tues, Nov 3, 8:00 pm-midnight: ☀ ☀ ☀ ANNUAL HEALTH ACTIVIST DANCE PARTY ☀ ☀ ☀ (sponsored by the Occupational Health & Safety Section), Vice District Brewing (1454 S. Michigan Ave); web: http://www.vicedistrictbrewing.com/
For more information about the Spirit of 1848 Caucus, visit our website, at: http://www.spiritof1848.org
And subscribe to our email listserve, at: spiritof1848-subs@yahoogroups.com
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